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show that the best SINR obtained by the two-sensor LCL processor
is likely to be less than the best SINR obtained by the four-sensor
linear processor, although from Fig. 3 it is apparent that the SINR of
the two-sensor LCL processor is still likely to be high (> 10 dB).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that an arbitrary (not just uniform linear)M -sensor
array can separate up to2M conjugate-symmetric signals by means
of linear-conjugate-linear (LCL) processing. Since several types of
man-made communication signals exhibit this property, this result
suggests that the standard approach of purely linear spatial filtering
currently being pursued in sensor-array processing work, such as the
so-called “smart antennas” work being pursued for application to
wireless cellular communication systems, is not the only viable one,
especially since much of the expense in the antenna system is in
the sensors and their RF front ends, rather than in subsequent DSP
hardware. In addition, since the LCL processor can be expressed as a
standard linear combinerWHy(n), wherey(n) is related simply to
the received datax(n), most of the well-known methods of adapting
the weightsW are directly applicable.
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Structured Least Squares to Improve the
Performance of ESPRIT-Type Algorithms

Martin Haardt

Abstract—ESPRIT-type (spatial) frequency estimation techniques ob-
tain their frequency estimates from the solution of a highly structured,
overdetermined system of equations (the so-called invariance equation).
Here, the structure is defined in terms of two selection matrices applied to
a matrix spanning the estimated signal subspace. Structured least squares
(SLS) is a new algorithm that solves the invariance equation by preserving
its structure. Formally, SLS is derived as a linearized iterative solution
of a nonlinear optimization problem. If SLS is initialized with the least
squares solution of the invariance equation, only one “iteration,” i.e.,
the solution of one linear system of equations, is performed to achieve
a significant improvement of the estimation accuracy. Therefore, the
proposed estimation scheme (that uses only one “iteration” of SLS) is
not iterative in nature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern subspace-based high-resolution frequency or direction of
arrival (DOA) estimation schemes can be classified according to the
numerical procedure they exploit into [12]:

• extrema-searching techniques, e.g., spectral MUSIC,
• polynomial-rooting techniques, e.g., Pisarenko, Min-Norm,

MODE, or Root-MUSIC,
• matrix-shifting techniques, e.g., standard ESPRIT [17], state-

space methods (direct data approach or Toeplitz approximation
method (TAM)) [15], matrix pencil methods, optimally weighted
ESPRIT [4], or Unitary ESPRIT [8].

In this correspondence, we consider the third category, i.e., matrix-
shifting or ESPRIT-type techniques, based on a shift-invariant struc-
ture of the signal subspace. After calculating a basis of the estimated
signal subspace, an overdetermined set of equations—the so-called
invariance equation—can be formed by applying two selection ma-
trices to the basis matrix of the estimated signal subspace, e.g., (1)
or (3). The resulting highly structured system of equations is usually
solved via least squares (LS) or total least squares (TLS). The LS
and TLS solutions, however, are not optimal since they do not take
the relationship between the entries on the left- and right-hand sides
of the invariance equation into account.

In [1] and [20], the authors have developed constrained and
structured TLS techniques to solve the invariance equation. These
techniques are formulated as quadratic minimization problems subject
to quadratic constraint equations. The required minimizations have to
be performed via an iterative procedure, e.g., a complex version of
Newton’s method [1] or inverse iterations [20]. In [19], a “new state-
space approach” has been presented that first solves the LS problem,
then constructs an error covariance matrix for the LS problem by
using a first-order perturbation expansion, and finally solves for the
underlying subspace in a weighted least squares sense. Notice that this
approach is based on a first-order perturbation expansion of the SVD.
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Fig. 1. RMSE (in degrees) of the estimated DOA for source 1 at�1 = 0�, source 2 at�2 = 10�, source 3 at�3 = 20�, and the corresponding
largest principal angle�p (0� � �p � 90�) between the estimated and the “true” signal subspace (in degrees) as a function of the SNR (M = 10
sensors,N = 20 snapshots, 4000 trial runs).

In contrast with this “new state-space approach,” structured least
squares (SLS) is also applicable if the subspace estimate has been
obtained via some fast adaptive subspace tracking scheme, e.g., [13]
and [21]. Furthermore, SLS is not restricted to state-space methods
but can incorporate more complicated selection matrices, e.g., the
selection matrices used in the element space [8] or DFT beamspace
versions [23] of the 1-D and multidimensional versions of Unitary
ESPRIT. Unitary ESPRIT is a recently developed ESPRIT-type
algorithm for centro-symmetric array configurations that is formulated
in terms of real-valued computations throughout. It constrains the
estimated phase factors to the unit circle1 and provides reliability
information without the need for additional computations. The ability
to formulate an ESPRIT-type algorithm for 1-D array structures
that only requires real-valued computations from start to finish

1In [3] and [2], the authors have also developed an ESPRIT-type algorithm
that constrains the estimated phase factors to the unit circle by forcing the
solution of the invariance equation to be unitary. Unfortunately, this constraint
produces biased estimates if a finite number of snapshots is employed, cf.
Fig. 2. Since their algorithm, which is referred to as “improved” TAM, is
still complex valued, it requires more computations than Unitary ESPRIT.
The simulations in Section IV confirm that Unitary ESPRIT outperforms
“improved” TAM.

was critically important in developing 2-D and multidimensional
extensions of Unitary ESPRIT [9], [10], [23], [7]. Two-dimensional
Unitary ESPRIT is a closed-form high-resolution algorithm that
provides automatically paired source azimuth and elevation angle
estimates. In this correspondence, we also develop a 2-D extension
of SLS that is applicable in conjunction with 2-D Unitary ESPRIT.

Notice that SLS uses the same approximation as the recently
developedstructured total least norm(STLN) algorithm [14], [16],
namely, a second-order term in the expansion of the residual matrix
at iterationk + 1 is neglected, cf. (8). STLN has been developed to
compute the solution of an overdetermined linear systemAx � b

with possible errors in the matrixA and the vectorb. Thereby,
STLN preserves the affine structure ofA such as Toeplitz or
Hankel. Although STLN has been used for linear prediction, it is
not applicable to ESPRIT-type techniques.

II. ESPRIT-TYPE ALGORITHMS

A. The Standard ESPRIT Algorithm

Considerd narrowband, planar wavefronts with common wave-
length � and distinct directions of arrival (DOA’s)�i; 1 � i � d,
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Fig. 2. RMSE (in degrees) of the estimated DOA for source 1 at�1 = 0
�, source 2 at�2 = 10

�, source 3 at�3 = 20
�, and the corresponding failure rate

of the Unitary ESPRIT reliability test as a function of the SNR (M = 10 sensors,N = 20 snapshots, 4000 trial runs).

impinging on a sensor array ofM elements. For simplicity, we
will assume that all sensors have identical characteristics. The array
consists of two identical, possibly overlapping subarrays. Let�

denote the distance between the two subarrays. The signals arriving at
theM sensors at timet are denoted asx(t) = As(t)+n(t) 2 M ,
whereA is the array steering matrix ands(t) the d-dimensional
vector of impinging wavefronts. The additive noise vectorn(t)
is taken from a zero-mean, spatially uncorrelated random process,
which is also uncorrelated with the signals. Since every row ofA

corresponds to an element of the sensor array, a particular subarray
configuration may be described by selection matrices that choosem

elements ofx(t) 2 M , wherem; d � m < M , is the number of
elements in each subarray. LetJ1 andJ2 bem�M selection matrices
that assign elements ofx(t) to the subarrays 1 and 2, respectively. In
case of a uniform linear array with maximum overlap,J1 picks the
first m =M �1 rows ofA, whereasJ2 selects the lastm =M �1

rows of the array steering matrix. ESPRIT-type algorithms are based
on the following invariance property of the array steering matrix
A; J1A� = J2A, where� = diagfej� gdi=1 is a unitary diagonal
matrix with spatial frequencies given by�i = 2�

�
�sin �i. Let X

denote anM � N complex data matrix composed ofN snapshots
x(tn); 1 � n � N . Then, a signal subspace estimate can be obtained

via an eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the (scaled) sample
covariance matrixXXH , a singular value decomposition (SVD) of
the noise-corrupted data matrixX, or some fast subspace estimation
technique that approximates either the EVD or the SVD. Assume that
the columns ofUs 2

M�d span the estimated signal subspace. By
applying the two selection matrices to this signal subspace matrix,
the complex-valued invariance equation is formed:

J1Us	 � J2Us 2
m�d

: (1)

Notice that (1) is highly structured if overlapping subarray configura-
tions are used. Usually, the invariance equation (1) is solved by using
least squares (LS) or total least squares (TLS). Then, the eigenvalues
of the resulting solution	 2 d�d are estimates of the phase
factors ej� . Thus, estimates of the spatial frequencies�i and the
corresponding DOA’s�i are easily obtained.

B. 1-D Unitary ESPRIT

Unitary ESPRIT is applicable tocentro-symmetricarray configu-
rations and retains an ESPRIT-type structure except for the fact that
it is formulated in terms of real-valued computations throughout [8].2

2Here, the dimensions of all matrix operations remain essentially un-
changed.
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A sensor array is calledcentro-symmetricif its element locations
are symmetric with respect to the centroid [22]. Their array steering
matrixA, therefore, satisfies�M

�A = A� for some unitary diagonal
matrix � 2 d�d, where�M is the M � M exchange matrix
with ones on its antidiagonal and zeros elsewhere. Moreover, the
overbar denotes complex conjugation without transposition. The real-
valued implementation of Unitary ESPRIT was derived by exploiting
a bijective mapping between centro-Hermitian and real matrices [11].
For its presentation, let us define left�-real matrices as matrices
Q 2 p�q satisfying�p

�Q = Q. The unitary matrix

Q2n+1 =
1p
2

In 0 jIn
0T

p
2 0T

�n 0 �j�n

(2)

for example, is left�-real of odd order. A unitary left�-real matrix
of size 2n � 2n is obtained from (2) by dropping its center row
and center column. More left�-real matrices can be constructed by
postmultiplying a left�-real matrixQ by an arbitrary real matrix
R, i.e., every matrixQR is left � real.

In the first step of Unitary ESPRIT, forward-backward av-
eraging is achieved by transforming the complex-valued data
matrix X 2 M�N into the real-valued matrix3 T (X) =

QH

M X�M
�X�N Q2N 2 M�2N . Its d dominant left singular

vectorsEs 2 M�d are determined through a real-valued SVD
of T (X) (direct data or square-root approach). Alternatively,
they can be computed through a real-valued eigendecomposition
of T (X)T (X)H 2 M�M (covariance approach). A basis for
the estimated signal subspace could be obtained by inverting the
transformationT (�), namely,Us = QMEs, yielding the same
overdeterminedcomplex-valuedinvariance equation (1) as in the
standard ESPRIT case. It was shown in [8] that an estimate of the
spatial frequencies�i; 1 � i � d, can more efficiently be calculated
from the solution of thereal-valuedinvariance equation4

K1Es� � K2Es 2 m�d (3)

where the real-valued selection matricesK1 = 2 � RefQH

mJ2QMg
andK2 = 2 � ImfQH

mJ2QMg are sparse if the left�-real matrices
Qm andQM are chosen according to (2). Notice that (3) is areal-
valuedinvariance equation that has the same structure as itscomplex-
valued counterpart (1). Asymptotically, i.e., for a large number of
snapshotsN , or without additive noise, an eigendecomposition of�

that solves (3) is given by

� = T
T
�1

where


 = diagf!igdi=1 = diag tan
�i

2

d

i=1

: (4)

Therefore, estimates of the spatial frequencies�i can easily be
obtained from the eigenvalues of the real matrix�, denoted as!i.
The fact that the eigenvalues of a real matrix can either be real or
occur in complex conjugate pairs gives rise to a newreliability test
provided byUnitary ESPRITwithout the need for additional com-
putations [8]. If all the eigenvalues of� are real, the corresponding
�i = 2arctan(!i); 1 � i � d, provide reliable estimates of the
spatial frequencies. Otherwise, i.e., if some of the eigenvalues!i

3If the the left�-real matricesQM andQ2N are chosen according to
(2) andM is even, an efficient computation of the transformationT (X) 2
M�2N from the complex-valued data matrixX only requiresM � 2N real

additions and no multiplication [8].
4If forward-backward averaging is also employed in the complex case, the

TLS solution of the complex-valued system (1)	TLS and the TLS solution
of the real-valued system (3)�TLS are related via the bilinear transformation
f(x) = �(x� j)=(x+ j), namely,	TLS = f(�TLS).

occur in complex conjugate pairs, theUnitary ESPRIT reliability test
has “failed.” In this case, the algorithm has to be restarted using
more reliable or an increased number of measurements. Observe also
that the real-valued eigendecomposition of� can be replaced by
its eigenvalue-revealingreal Schur decomposition[5], which yields a
further reduction of the computational complexity. Recall that the real
Schur decomposition produces a block-upper triangular matrix that
has its real eigenvalues on the diagonal and its complex eigenvalues
in 2� 2 blocks on the diagonal. Thus, if no2� 2 blocks occur, the
reliability test has been passed.

III. STRUCTURED LEAST SQUARES (SLS)

Let us take a closer look at the invariance equation (1).5 Its LS
solution	LS satisfies

J1Us	LS = J2Us +�Us2 (5)

such that the Frobenius norm of�Us2 is minimized. Thus, it is
assumed thatJ1Us is known without error and that only the right-
hand side of (1), i.e.,J2Us, is subject to error, which is clearly an
assumption that is not satisfied in our case.

The TLS solution	TLS, however, satisfies

(J1Us +�Us1)	TLS = J2Us +�Us2 (6)

such that the Frobenius norm of[�Us1 �Us2] is minimized.
Notice that the TLS solution is appropriate if the two subarrays do
not share any elements, i.e., the entries ofJ1Us andJ2Us are inde-
pendent, and therefore, the perturbation matrices�Us1 and�Us2
are independent as well. For overlapping subarray configurations,
however,structured least squares(SLS) should be preferred since
SLS accounts for the specific relationship between the entries of
J1Us and J2Us.

SLS assumes that the entries of the matrixUs in (1) are subject
to error. Recall that the columns ofUs only span a noise-corrupted
estimate of the unknown signal subspace. Therefore, we can allow for
a small change�Us of the basis of the estimated signal subspace.
Let U = Us + �Us denote a basis matrix of an improved
signal subspace estimate. This improved signal subspace should be
determined such that the Frobenius norm of the resulting residual
matrixR(U;	) = J1U	� J2U is minimized. At the same time,
the Frobenius norm of the matrix representing the subspace change
�Us should be kept as small as possible. Given an initial basis for
the signal subspaceUs, SLS determines the matrices�Us and	
such that they minimize the following expression:

min
�U ;	

R(U;	)

� ��Us F

: (7)

Here, � = m=(�M) is a weighting factor that provides a
normalization such that the minimization is independent of the two
block matrix sizes in (7). Furthermore,� > 1 accounts for the fact
that the entries of the residual matrixR(U;	) should be smaller than
the entries of�Us.6 Denoting the entries ofR(U;	) and�Us by
rij anduij , respectively, the minimization (7) can be written as

min
�U ;	

�

md

m

i=1

d

j=1

jrij j
2
+

1

Md

M

i=1

d

j=1

juij j
2

5If SLS is used in conjunction with Unitary ESPRIT, thecomplex-valued
invariance equation (1) is replaced by thereal-valued invariance equation
(3), and the matricesJ1; J2; Us; 	 are replaced byK1; K2; Es; �,
respectively.

6Simulations have shown that the accuracy of SLS is not very sensitive to
variations of the parameter�. The presented simulation results were obtained
for � = 10, whereas� = 100 and� = 1000 produced similar performance
curves.
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which illustrates the significance of the weighting factor� more
clearly. In this corespondence, the minimization is performed in the
Frobenius norm. Alternatively, (7) could be minimized in theL1 norm
or theL

1
norm. Then, one has to construct a linear program to solve

(12) as, for instance, described in [16]. Let us derive an algorithm
that solves (7) in an iterative fashion by linearizingR(U;	).7 To
this end, assume that the residual matrix at thekth iteration step is
given byR(Uk;	k) = J1Uk	k � J2Uk. Therefore, the residual
matrix at iterationk + 1 can be written as

R(Uk+1;	k+1)

= R(Uk +�Uk;	k +�	k)

= J1[Uk +�Uk][	k +�	k]� J2[Uk +�Uk]

� R(Uk;	k) + J1[Uk�	k +�Uk	k]� J2�Uk: (8)

Here, the second-order term in�Uk and�	k, i.e.,J1�Uk�	k,
has been neglected. Let vecfRg denote a vector-valued function that
maps anm� d matrixR into anmd-dimensional column vector by
stacking the columns of the matrix. In the sequel, we will use the
following important property of the vec operator. Given the matrices
Y1 2

y �y ; Y2 2
y �y , andY3 2

y �y

vecfY1Y2Y3g = Y
T
3 
Y1 vecfY2g: (9)

As usual, the symbol
 denotes the Kronecker matrix product [6].
Applying the vec operator to (8) and taking (9) into account yields

vecfR(Uk+1;	k+1)g

= vecfR(Uk;	k)g+ [Id 
 (J1Uk)]vecf�	kg

+ 	
T
k 
 J1 vecf�Ukg � [Id 
 J2]vecf�Ukg: (10)

Furthermore, let us define�Us =
k�1

i=1
�Ui as the subspace

change at thekth iteration step such that

Uk = Us +�Us : (11)

With (10) and (11), the linearized minimization problem (7) becomes

min
�U ;�	

Z �
vecf�	kg

vecf�Ukg
+

vecfR(Uk;	k)g

� � vecf�Us g
2

(12)

where we have used the fact that for any matrixY; kYkF =

kvecfYgk2. The resulting overdetermined least squares problem (7)
can efficiently be solved by a QR decomposition of the(M +m)d�

(M + d)d matrix

Z =
Id 
 (J1Uk) 	

T
k 
 J1 � [Id 
 J2]

0 � � IMd
:

Notice thatZ is block-upper triangular, which can, for instance, be
exploited if Givens rotations are used to compute the QR decompo-
sition ofZ. Furthermore, one could exploit the fact thatId
(J1Uk)

is a block-diagonal matrix with identical diagonal blocks. Finally,
the vector[vecf�	kg

T vecf�Ukg
T
]
T may be obtained via back

substitution [5].8

SLS needs an initial estimate of the matrix	 in addition to
the initial basis of the estimated signal subspaceU1 = Us for
k = 1 before one iteration of the described procedure can be
performed.9 One simple choice would be the LS solution of (1),

7Although SLS is derived as an iterative procedure, it turns out that only one
iteration is required to achieve a considerable improvement of the estimation
accuracy, cf. Section IV. Therefore, onlyone“iteration” of SLS will be used
in practice such that the proposed algorithm is not iterative in nature.

8As shown in [16], the solution of (12) turns out to be a Gauss–Newton
step using a positive definite approximation of the Hessian.

9If one desires to use more than one iteration (which is not required
for our application, cf. Section IV), the algorithm has converged if
minf1=dk�	kkF ; 1=

p
Mdk�UkkFg � �, where � is some small

number.

i.e., 	1 = 	LS. In fast adaptive frequency tracking applications
like FSD-ESPRIT based on the fast subspace decomposition (FSD)
[21] or URV ESPRIT based on the URV decomposition [13], the
LS solution of thecurrent system of equations should simply be
replaced by the solution of (1) computed at theprevioustime step.
Thereby, one iteration of SLS improves the “updated” signal subspace
estimate significantly, cf. Figs. 1 and 3 (bottom right corners). Thus,
the performance of the whole adaptive frequency tracking scheme
will be improved.

IV. SIMULATIONS

Simulations were conducted employing a uniform linear array of
M = 10 sensors with maximum overlap(m = 9) and� = �=2.
Three equipowered sources were impinging from�1 = 0�; �2 =

10�, and �3 = 20�. In the first experiment, the sources were
uncorrelated, and the SNR was varied from�6 to 10 dB, while
a given trial run involvedN = 20 snapshots. LS, TLS, and SLS
were used in conjunction with1-D Unitary ESPRITto solve (3).
Fig. 1 shows the RMS error (in degrees) of the estimated DOA’s
for sources 1, 2, and 3. The results were averaged over 4000 trial
runs. For comparative purposes, we have also plotted the performance
curves for standard ESPRIT using the LS solution of (1) and Root-
MUSIC. Bear in mind that Root-MUSIC is computationally more
demanding than ESPRIT-type techniques and that all algorithms
based on 1-D Unitary ESPRIT only involvereal-valuedcomputations.
Therefore, algorithms based on Unitary ESPRIT require even fewer
computations than similar algorithms based on standard ESPRIT.
Notice first thatUnitary ESPRIT and LSalways outperformstandard
ESPRIT and LS, especially for low SNR’s. For low SNR’s,Unitary
ESPRIT and LSalso perform better thanUnitary ESPRIT and TLS,
which is a somewhat surprising result since TLS is computationally
more expensive than LS. Except for very low SNR’s (� � 5 dB),
the SLS solution of (3) achieves a constant improvement (on a semi-
logarithmic scale) over the LS solution of (3). This improvement is
larger for the outer sources at�1 = 0� and �3 = 20� than for the
middle source at�2 = 10�. Notice that SLS has already converged
after the first iteration. Root-MUSIC is the worst algorithm for very
low SNR’s, whereas it almost attains the performance ofUnitary
ESPRIT and SLSfor SNR’s that are greater or equal than 2 dB.
To evaluate the quality of the subspace estimate (11) produced by
SLS, Fig. 1 also depicts the largest principal angle�p between the
estimated and the “true” signal subspace as a function of the SNR
(bottom right corner). Here, thelargest principal angle�p (0� � �p �

90�) between two subspaces spanned by the columns ofUs andA
is defined ascos �p = �min(W

H
1
W2), whereW1 = orth(Us) and

W2 = orth(A) are unitary bases matrices for the subspaces, and
�min(Y) denotes the smallest singular value of the matrixY [5].
Although Unitary ESPRIT already produces a better signal subspace
estimate than standard ESPRIT, SLS used in conjunction with Unitary
ESPRIT improves this subspace estimate considerably. The bottom
right part of Fig. 2 depicts the corresponding failure rate of the
Unitary ESPRIT reliability testas a function of the SNR of the
three sources.10 Fig. 2 also compares the performance of MODE-2
[18] using five iterations,11 “improved” TAM [3], [2], and optimally

10Although one iteration of SLS already improves the failure rate ofUnitary
ESPRIT and LSconsiderably, further iterations still reduce this distinctive
feature of 1-D Unitary ESPRIT. The difference, however, can only be
recognized for SNR’s that are smaller than�3 dB.

11Under the assumption of additive Gaussian noise, MODE is an approx-
imate maximum likelihood estimator if the number of snapshotsN is large
[18].
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Fig. 3. RMSE (in degrees) of the estimated DOA for source 1 at�1 = 0�, source 2 at�2 = 10�, source 3 at�3 = 20�, and the corresponding largest
principal angle�p (0� � �p � 90�) between the estimated and the “true” signal subspace (in degrees) as a function of the number of snapshotsN (M = 10
sensors, SNR= 0 dB, 1000 trial runs). In this experiment, all algorithms were implemented with forward-backward averaging.

weighted ESPRIT [4]12 with that of Unitary ESPRIT and LSand
Unitary ESPRIT and SLSafter one iteration. Recall that we propose
to use only one iteration of SLS such that the resulting algorithm
does not have an iterative nature. It is apparent from Fig. 2 that for
low SNR’s, Unitary ESPRIT and LSor SLSperform better than all
other techniques. For higher SNR’s,optimally weighted ESPRITand
MODE-2attain the performance ofUnitary ESPRIT and SLS, whereas
the performance of “improved” TAM is considerably worse than the
performance of the other techniques.

In the second experiment, the SNR was fixed at 0 dB, and
the number of snapshotsN was varied from 5 to 1000. Here,
all algorithms were implemented with forward-backward averaging.
Fig. 3 depicts the resulting RMS error (in degrees) of the estimated
DOA’s for sources 1, 2, and 3. Again, one iteration of SLS improves
the performance ofUnitary ESPRIT and LSconsiderably. Moreover,
Unitary ESPRIT and LSand Unitary ESPRIT and SLSare the best
algorithms for a small number of snapshotsN , whereasoptimally

12Optimally weighted ESPRIT solves the invariance equation by exploiting
knowledge about the second-order properties of the noise. In contrast to SLS,
it requires estimates of all “signal eigenvalues.” Therefore, optimally weighted
ESPRIT cannot be used in conjunction with fast adaptive subspace tracking
schemes that only compute a matrix spanning the estimated signal subspace.

Fig. 4. Failure rate of the Unitary ESPRIT reliability test as a function of
the number of snapshotsN (M = 10 sensors, SNR= 0 dB, 1000 trial runs).

weighted ESPRIT, MODE-2, andRoot-MUSICattain the performance
of Unitary ESPRIT and SLSif the number of snapshotsN is
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Fig. 5. RMSE (in degrees) of the estimated DOA for source 1 at�1 = 0
�, source 2 at�2 = 10

�, and source 3 at�3 = 20
� as a function of the

correlation coefficient�13 between sources 1 and 3 (M = 10 sensors,N = 20 snapshots, SNR= 0 dB, 4000 trial runs). Here, the reliability test
of Unitary ESPRIT did not produce any failures.

large enough. The corresponding failure rate of the Unitary ESPRIT
reliability test is shown in Fig. 4.

Finally, sources 1 at�1 = 0
� and 3 at�3 = 20

� were correlated,
whereas the SNR was fixed at 0 dB, and the number of snapshots was
fixed atN = 20. In Fig. 5, the resulting RMS error (in degrees) of the
estimated DOA’s is plotted as a function of the correlation coefficient
�13 between sources 1 and 3. It can be seen that the performance of
Unitary ESPRIT and LSandUnitary ESPRIT and SLSis independent
of the correlation between the two sources, whereas the performance
of all other algorithms deteriorates as�13 increases.

V. TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXTENSION OF STRUCTURED LEAST SQUARES

Unitary ESPRIT has recently been extended to the 2-D case
to provide automatically paired source azimuth and elevation angle
estimates [9], [10], [23]. As in the 1-D case, letEs 2 M�d denote a
real-valued basis matrix for the dominant subspace of the transformed
data matrixT (X) 2 M�2N . Then, the following two invariance
equations are formed:

K�1Es�� � K�2Es 2
m �d

K�1Es�� � K�2Es 2
m �d

(13)

whereK�1; K�2; K�1, andK�2 are appropriate selection matrices
[9], [10], [23]. Usually, the two invariance equations are solved
independently via LS or TLS. It is, however, more appropriate to
use 2-D SLS, which is an extension of its 1-D counterpart and will
be developed in this section. As explained in the references, automatic
pairing of the spatial frequency estimates�i and �i is achieved
by computing the eigendecomposition of the “complexified” matrix
�� + j�� = T(
� + j
�)T

�1, where�� and�� are the LS,
TLS, SLS, or 2-D SLS solutions of (13), and the real and imaginary
parts of the eigenvalues are asymptotically given by


� = diag tan
�i

2

d

i=1

and


� = diag tan
�i

2

d

i=1
:

In this section, we briefly describe a 2-D extension of SLS (2-D
SLS) to solve the two invariance equations (13) simultaneously.
This provides an alternative to the independent solution of both
invariance equations (via LS, TLS, or SLS) discussed before. As
in the 1-D case, we know that the columns ofEs only span a
noise-corrupted estimate of the unknown real-valued signal subspace.
Therefore, we can allow for a small change�Es of the basis of
the estimated subspace. LetE = Es + �Es denote a basis matrix

of an improved real-valued signal subspace estimate. This improved
subspace should be determined such that the Frobenius norms of the
resulting residual matricesR�(E;��) = K�1E�� � K�2E and
R�(E;��) = K�1E�� �K�2E are minimized. Furthermore, the
Frobenius norm of the error matrix�Es should be kept as small as
possible. Given an initial basis for the real-valued signal subspace
Es, 2-D SLS determines the matrices�Es; �� , and�� such that
they minimize

min
�E ;� ;�

R�(E;��)

R�(E;��)

� ��Es F

: (14)

In the 2-D case, the weighting factor� is defined as� =

(mx +my)=(�M); � > 1. Again, we want to construct an
algorithm that solves (14) in an iterative fashion by linearizing the
expressions for the residual matrices at iteration stepk + 1, i.e.,
R�(Ek+1;�� ) andR�(Ek+1;�� ), cf. (8). To this end, let
us define�Es =

k�1
i=1 �Ei as the subspace change at thekth

iteration step such thatEk = Es+�Es . After proceeding as in the
1-D case, the linearized minimization of (14) reduces to the least
squares solution of

Z2D

vecf��� g

vecf��� g

vecf�Ekg
� �

vecfR�(Ek;�� )g

vecfR�(Ek;�� )g

� � vecf�Es g

(15)

cf. (12). As in the 1-D case, this overdetermined least squares problem
can efficiently be solved via a QR decomposition of the block-upper
triangular matrix

Z2D =

Id 
 (K�1Ek) 0 �
T
� 
K�1 � Id 
K�2

0 Id 
 (K�1Ek) (�
T
� 
K�1)� (Id 
K�2)

0 0 � � IMd

2 (M+m +m )d�(M+2d)d
: (16)

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Structured least squares(SLS) is a new structure-preserving al-
gorithm that improves the performance of ESPRIT-type algorithms
if overlapping subarray configurations are used. Since SLS only
requires estimates of the dominant signal subspace, it can be used
to improve the performance of fast adaptive subspace tracking
techniques. Simulations have shown that one “iteration” of SLS, i.e.,
the solution of one linear system of equations, used in conjunction
with Unitary ESPRIT achieves the performance of MODE [18]
and optimally weighted ESPRIT [4]. However,Unitary ESPRIT and
SLSoutperform these asymptotically optimal algorithms in critical
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scenarios, e.g., if the signal-to-noise ratio is low, if only a small
number of snapshots is available, or if highly correlated source signals
are present. Furthermore, SLS has been extended to the 2-D case to
improve the performance of 2-D Unitary ESPRIT, which is a recently
developed ESPRIT-type algorithm that provides automatically paired
2-D (spatial) frequency estimates.
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Improved Signal Enhancement Procedures
Applied to Exponential Data Modeling

I. Dologlou, S. Van Huffel, and D. Van Ormondt

Abstract—Various signal enhancement techniques have been proposed
to improve spectral estimation of closely spaced sinusoids in the presence
of noise. This correspondence exploits the filtering interpretation of some
well-known SVD-based iterative algorithms for signal enhancement to
further improve their performance. It is shown that the initial conditions
that are used throughout the filtering process may considerably affect the
spectral characteristics of the signal. A strategy is proposed to minimize
these undesirable effects. The new method improves the performance of
fully automated magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) quantitation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Signal enhancement is of major importance for applications such as
spectral estimation, noise reduction, compression, etc. FIR and/or IIR
filters have been used extensively for this purpose, as a preprocessing
procedure, providing enhanced signals with improved properties.
Furthermore, it has been shown that when the characteristics of
these filters depend on the signal under consideration (adaptive), the
obtained results are considerably better. In this correspondence, we
focus on the iterative successive projections method introduced in
[2] by Cadzow and denoted here by CA, which was later interpreted
by means of zero-phase filtering in [3]. Some convergence properties
of CA were discussed both in [2] and [4]. After convergence, the
enhanced signal is practically of low rank (its covariance matrix
is singular), which allows perfect modeling without residual error.
Although this property may be of major importance in various
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